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QUICK GUIDE to using the LINK - DSD software 

 

Insert the standard SSD serial lead into a LINK module (LINK 2 if possible) 
 

Before you can go online with LINK to use the SAM (Setup and Monitor) features you must create a CE 

module list. This is done by selecting UPDATE PARTIAL or UPDATE FULL from the WINDOW menu 

list. Note that this listing does not update automatically as the fibre-optic network is only updated once so 

you must do an update if you unplug the lead to say, plug in elsewhere in the system.  

 

A graphical SAM window can be opened by highlighting the required node in the module list using the 

mouse pointer and then pressing ENTER. It is a good idea to resize the window so that you can see the 

scratchpad. Keep the Scratch card and module visible at all times. If you want to know what a block does 

then you can open the help file by highlighting the block and then pressing shift/enter. 

 

For Navigating around a graphical SAM window you can use the four arrow keys, you can also zoom in on 

an area by dragging a box around the area to be magnified and ‘zoom’ out to full page again just press 3. 

Some nodes have several sheets and you can ascertain which sheet you are viewing from the DRAW menu 

and then scroll through the sheets using shift/PGUP or shift/PGDN. Generally don’t use the function keys. 

 

Parameters can be Monitored in several ways: 

I) Monitor each parameter directly by moving the mouse pointer over the parameter to be displayed      until 

a crosshair appears (x) and then left click the mouse. The instantaneous value appears on the scratch   pad 

and updates in the SAM window too. 

 

II) Monitor each parameter discretely using a parameter window by highlighting the necessary function 

block then pressing enter, then selecting the required GET parameter from the list by pressing enter. Again 

the value appears on the scratch pad. 

 

III) Chart one parameter continuously. Again open up a parameter window, select the required GET 

parameter from the list and then select CHART from the COMMAND / SAM menu option. The continuous 

value appears. The time base can be set (0.1sec or greater).  Range is +/-100% 

 

IV) Monitor List, especially useful if you want to monitor more than one parameter dynamically. Again 

open up a parameter window but select the required GET parameter by highlighting it then pressing shift 

enter. A monitor list window appears and the dynamic value is displayed. You will need to overwrite the 

previous monitor list. Other parameters from anywhere on the system can be added to this Monitor List. 

 

To assist in navigating between nodes LINK provides link Input and Output tags as below: 
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QUICK GUIDE TO FAULT FINDING ON LINK 

 
Firstly look at the status of the link modules and drives to determine if a particular node is at fault.  

Link 1 units should have a permanently lit red led, link 2 unit’s display the digit 7 and on the 590L Drives 

the health led is lit. You may find that the led’s are flickering, if so determine if a node is flickering at a 

different rate to the rest as this may help identify the node at fault. 
 

LINK 2 Modules on the list also show a list of additional diagnostics – the end Right column counts Errors- 

these are ‘serious’ potentially leading to LINK ‘crash’. If this error value counts up over a period of time 

then the Fibre-optic cable or cards around this card should be checked. 

 

Go on line with LINK DSD and create a Module List (WINDOW Full Update) paying particular interest to 

the address and the status of each node. If for any node the status does not indicate OK then there is a fault. 

Before you clear the fault select each faulty node in turn by highlighting it and from the COMMAND menu 

select GET INFO. This brings a message up on the scratchpad to aid fault finding but also gives a record as 

the scratchpad automatically saves to a text file which can be used later. 

 

Common status of LINK nodes is OK, PEER HALTED, with alarm states being -CHECKING NETWORK, 

HALTED, NO CONFIGS, L-ERROR, H-ERROR & DUP-ADDRESS.  

 

Refer to LINK Ring Topology for the machine if possible. If the address is not as indicated in the table then 

the system has re-addressed the node for some reason and the configuration file for that node will have to be 

re-installed at the required address as follows: 

 

1) In the CE module list highlight the node with fault or incorrect address. 

 

2) Select MANAGE from the PROJECT menu; select the LINE program then click on DONE. 

 

3) Select OPEN from the FILE menu, then select the description of the node with the faulty address and its 

configuration file will open. 

 

4) From the COMMAND menu select INSTALL AT SELECTED. The CE module list should update 

automatically showing the correct address. 

 

If the status of a node indicates NO CONFIG then re-install as above. 

 

If the status of a node indicates SELF TEST FAILURE then the module needs to be replaced and the 

configuration file installed as above. 
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